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BACKGROUND 

Major trauma is an important and life-threatening condition (1). Globally, there are over 5 

million deaths each year and considerably more people are temporarily or permanently disabled 

(2). Management at a Major Trauma Centre (MTC), defined as a specialist hospital capable of 

resuscitation and definitive care of severely injured patients, with immediate emergency access 

to consultant-delivered specialist major trauma services and expertise (3), may improve survival 

and functional outcomes following such injuries (4). In order to benefit from this expert care, 

ambulance crews use pre-hospital trauma triage tools to help them identify people with suspected 

major trauma at the scene of injury. Patients may then be transported directly to a MTC, 

bypassing any closer non-specialist hospitals (non-MTCs), with pre-alerting of the emergency 

department to allow assembly of a trauma team. However, the presence of serious injury at the 

scene is not always obvious and pre-hospital assessment can be challenging. Bypassing and pre-

alerting of patients with no potential to benefit from MTC care (‘over-triage’) could waste time, 

money and resources. It could also inconvenience patients and their families by taking them 

further from home. In contrast, failing to recognise appropriate patients with serious injury 

(‘under-triage’) could result in transport to non-MTC’s and lack of trauma team activation and 

specialist facilities, resulting in less effective treatment and poorer outcomes. 

 

In developed countries, recent demographic changes have had a profound effect on the 

epidemiology of major trauma, with a ‘silver tsunami’ of serious injury in the elderly (1, 5). 

Despite this increasing incidence, current pre-hospital triage systems may fail to identify a large 

proportion of elders with major trauma, who are subsequently subject to under-triage, increased 

mortality and poorer recovery (6). Older adults are a particularly vulnerable population and tend 
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to have more cognitive and physical impairments and can incur serious injuries from low energy 

trauma mechanisms (e.g. ground level falls) (7). In addition, pre-existing medical conditions, 

frailty and medications (e.g. anticoagulants, antiplatelets) can further complicate traumatic 

injuries and could interfere with the initial paramedic judgements (8). 

 

Recently published systematic reviews have examined the diagnostic accuracy of pre-hospital 

triage protocols in selecting severely injured adults and children (9-11). However, a study of 

existing pre-hospital triage tools specifically for older adults is lacking. The aim of this 

systematic review is to examine diagnostic performance of pre-hospital triage tools for 

identification of major trauma in elderly patients presenting to emergency medical services 

(EMS) following injury. 

  

METHODS 

Study design 

The study was undertaken in accordance with the general principles recommended by expert 

consensus guidelines for the conduct of diagnostic accuracy systematic reviews (12, 13) and the 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement 

(14). A pre-specified review protocol was also registered with the PROSPERO international 

prospective register of systematic reviews (CRD42020150342).  

 

Eligibility criteria 

Prospective or retrospective studies reporting diagnostic accuracy metrics were eligible if they 

examined any multivariable pre-hospital major trauma triage tool (either evaluated according to 
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actual paramedic decision or scored using observed patient variables) compared with any 

reference standard for major trauma such as Injury Severity Score (ISS). The study population 

was elderly adults evaluated in a pre-hospital setting and who required transport by land EMS 

following injury. The review question and inclusion criteria are detailed in Table 1. 

 

[INSERT TABLE 1] 

 

Although a standard consensus definition of elderly has not been established, a cut-off of over 60 

years is commonly used (15). In addition, data from the UK Trauma Audit and Research 

Network suggest a change in the age and outcome relationship at about 60 years (6). If studies 

included participants less than 60 years of age, we included the study if it was possible to 

identify the ratio of participants who were more than 60 years of age; if the ratio was more than 

75% we included these studies. In case of studies with mixed populations, e.g. data for adults 

above and below 60 years of age which could not be separated, the study authors were contacted 

to provide the data separately for the group of interest, where possible. Studies including people 

presenting to the emergency department via non-EMS i.e. private transportation or helicopter 

transport were excluded. 

 

Data sources and searches 

Potentially relevant studies were identified through searches of ten electronic databases including 

MEDLINE (1946 to February 2019), EMBASE (1974 to February 2019), CINAHL (1981 to 

February 2019) and the Cochrane Library (2019, issue 5).  The search strategy used free text and 

thesaurus terms and combined synonyms relating to the condition (e.g. pre-hospital trauma 
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triage) with risk assessment model terms (used in the searches of MEDLINE, Cochrane Library 

and EMBASE only).  Searches were supplemented by examination of the reference lists of all 

relevant studies (including existing systematic reviews), performing a citation search of relevant 

articles, contacting key experts in the field and undertaking systematic keyword searches of the 

World Wide Web using the Google search engine.  No language or date restrictions were used on 

any database. Further details on the search strategy can be found in Supplemental Digital 

Content 1, Appendix A. 

 

Study selection 

All titles were examined for inclusion by one reviewer (ME) and any citations that clearly did 

not meet the inclusion criteria (e.g. non-human, unrelated to pre-hospital major trauma triage) 

were excluded.  All abstracts and full text articles were then examined independently by two 

reviewers (ME and HC or AP and LS).  Any disagreements in the selection process were 

resolved through discussion with a third reviewer (GF) and included by consensus. 

 

Data extraction and risk of bias assessment 

Data relating to study design, methodological quality, diagnostic accuracy, and outcomes were 

extracted by one reviewer (ME or AP) into a standardised data extraction form and 

independently checked for accuracy by a second (CH, HC or LS). Any discrepancies were 

resolved through discussion to achieve agreement. Where differences were unresolved, a third 

reviewer’s opinion was sought (GF). Where multiple publications of the same study were 

identified, data were extracted and reported as a single study. In papers focusing primarily on 

adult triage, subgroup results relating to elders were extracted. If multiple triage tools were 
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evaluated in elderly patients within a single study, results were extracted separately as distinct 

index test assessments. Where results were reported for various thresholds of a single triage tool, 

the version giving results closest to American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma (ACS-

COT) triage guidance for sensitivity (95%) and specificity (65-75%) targets were included (16). 

In the event of multiple elderly subgroup or sensitivity analyses, the primary results for an each 

individual triage tool were included. 

 

The methodological quality of each included study was assessed using the Quality Assessment of 

Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) tool (17). This instrument evaluates four key 

domains: patient selection, index test, reference standard, flow and timing. Each domain is 

assessed in terms of risk of bias and the concern regarding applicability to the review (first three 

domains only).  The sub-domains for each domain include a number of signalling questions to 

guide the overall judgement about whether a study is at high, low, or an unclear (in the event of 

insufficient data in the publication to answer the corresponding question) risk of bias. Since there 

are two types of pre-hospital triage-based studies, the original QUADAS-2 tool was modified to 

include an index test assessment of both real-life triage tool performance (i.e. evaluated 

according to actual paramedic decision) and diagnostic accuracy (i.e. theoretical results if triage 

tools were scored using observed patient variables), where reported.  

 

Data synthesis and analysis  

Estimates of sensitivity and specificity are presented as point estimates and 95% confidence 

intervals for individual pre-hospital major trauma triage tools. Results were recalculated if 

alternative metrics of diagnostic accuracy were originally reported e.g. under-triage (1-
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sensitivity) or over-triage (1-specificity). Estimates of sensitivity and specificity for individual 

triage tools were compared using Forest plots. Results were grouped according to the type of 

triage evaluation (theoretical diagnostic accuracy versus real-life performance) and study 

population (undifferentiated injuries versus head injured). Performance was then compared to the 

ACS-COT benchmark for the triage of trauma patients. Heterogeneity was assessed subjectively 

by visual inspection, Cochrane Q test, and the I2 statistic. We were unable to perform meta‐

analysis as a result of significant levels of heterogeneity between studies, variable reporting of 

items and the high risk of participant selection bias. As a result, a pre-specified narrative 

synthesis approach (12, 18) was undertaken. Analyses were conducted using Microsoft Excel 

2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) and Stata 13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, 

USA). 

 

The overall quality of evidence across studies, was evaluated using the Grading of 

Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach for 

diagnostic tests and strategies (19, 20). The quality of evidence was assessed by evaluating the 

evidence on each outcome for the following domains: study design and conduct (risk of bias), 

imprecision of diagnostic accuracy estimates (wide confidence intervals), variability in results, 

indirectness of evidence, or publication bias. The overall quality of evidence was assessed as 

high, moderate, low, and very low. These levels imply a gradient of confidence in estimates of a 

diagnostic test strategy on patient outcomes (19).  

 

RESULTS 

Study flow 
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Figure 1 summarises the process of identifying and selecting relevant literature.  Of the 1843 

citations identified, 15 studies (7, 8, 21-33) investigating 21 index tests (19 unique triage tools), 

met the inclusion criteria. The majority of the articles were excluded primarily on the basis of an 

inappropriate target population (not elderly adults with suspected major trauma and evaluated in 

a pre-hospital setting and transported by land EMS), intervention not a pre-hospital major trauma 

triage tool or an unsuitable publication type (i.e. reviews, commentaries or editorials). More 

specifically, four potentially relevant papers (34-37) were excluded as they included potential 

publication overlap from a single large study. A full list of excluded studies with reasons for 

exclusion is available on request. 

 

[INSERT FIGURE 1] 

 

Study and patient characteristics 

The design and patient characteristics of the 15 included studies (7, 8, 21-33) are summarised in 

Table 2. All studies were observational cohort studies (2 prospective (23, 33) and 13 

retrospective), (7, 8, 21, 22, 24-32) undertaken in Australia (8), Canada (24), Netherlands (33) 

and the USA, (7, 21-23, 25-32) and were published between 1996 and 2019. Eleven studies (7, 8, 

21-27, 29, 32) investigated triage tool accuracy, three studies (30, 31, 33) determined the 

performance of the triage system and one study (28) assessed both. The majority of included 

studies examined non-selected injured patients (11 studies), (7, 8, 21-27, 29, 33) with the 

remainder investigating narrower populations of motor vehicle accident (3 studies) (30-32) or 

head injury victims (1 study) (28). 
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While all studies included adult elderly trauma patients, the definition of elderly or older persons 

ranged between 55+ and 70+. The proportion of male patients ranged from 31% (22) to 60% 

(28). In studies that reported the cause of suspected major trauma in the elderly, the most 

common were blunt injuries caused by motor vehicle accidents and falls. Comorbidities and 

medication use (e.g. anticoagulants and or antiplatelet therapy) was poorly reported. The 

percentage of patients with major trauma ranged widely from 3% (32) to 32% (21) depending on 

definition, study design and type of participating hospitals. 

 

[INSERT TABLE 2] 

 

Risk of bias and applicability assessment 

The overall methodological quality of the 15 included studies (7, 8, 21-33) is summarised in 

Table 3 (further details of review author judgements are provided in Supplemental Digital 

Content 2, Appendix B). The methodological quality of the included studies was variable, with 

most studies having unclear or high risk of bias and applicability concerns in at least one item of 

the QUADAS‐2 tool.  The main risk of bias limitations were related to patient selection (arising 

from patient exclusions (21, 22, 28, 30, 31, 33) and incomplete patient enrolment), (23, 27, 29) 

missing index test or outcome data (7, 8, 21-29, 32) and suboptimal matching of pre-hospital and 

hospital data (7, 22, 24-27).  Moreover, for studies examining real-life transport decisions, (28, 

30, 31, 33) inclusion of patients injured closest to a MTC could over-estimate sensitivity results, 

and under-estimate specificity results, as these patients would always be transported to the MTC 

regardless of triage tool results or EMS provider judgement. Other systematic errors included 

possible information bias from index test misclassification secondary to retrospective chart 
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review and overfitting of non-externally validated statistical models. Applicability concerns for 

the majority of studies were generally related to patient selection (highly selected study 

populations e.g. triage of patients involved in motor vehicle accidents (30-32) or after head 

injury (28) only; definitions of elderly not fully matching the review question) (7, 8, 23, 28, 31) 

and unconventional reference standards (major trauma was defined in some studies as 

intracerebral haemorrhage,(23, 28) ISS>12 (8), or any Abbreviated Injury Scale score ≥3) (31). 

 

[INSERT TABLE 3] 

 

Diagnostic performance of pre-hospital trauma triage protocols 

The diagnostic performance of pre-hospital major trauma triage tools is summarised in Figures 2 

and 3, (further details are provided in Supplemental Digital Content 3, Appendix C). All triage 

tools included an assessment of vital signs, suspicion of certain anatomic injuries, and specific 

mechanisms of injury.  

 

[INSERT FIGURE 2 AND FIGURE 3] 

 

Triage accuracy fell below ACS-COT suggested triage targets for sensitivity (95%) and 

specificity (65-75%) in the large majority of included studies. Sensitivity estimates varied from 

19.8% (28) to 95.5% (8) and 57.7% (31) to 83.3% (30), for theoretical accuracy and real life 

triage performance respectively. Specificity results were similarly diverse ranging from 17.0% 

(27) to 93.1% (28) for theoretical accuracy, and 46.3% (31) to 78.9% (33) for actual paramedic 

decisions. There were no clear patterns evident for sensitivity between studies investigating 
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theoretical accuracy and real-life transport decisions. However, specificity appeared to be lower 

for real-life transport decisions. 

 

The studies at lowest risk of bias, with the best applicability, were Newgard et al. (27) 

(theoretical accuracy) and Voskens et al. (33) (real-life transport decisions). Sensitivity and 

specificity estimates from these studies were 37% and 90% (Field Triage Decision Scheme 

2011), (27) and 61% and 79% (Dutch Field Triage Protocol), (33) respectively. Risk of bias and 

applicability concerns appeared to influence specificity estimates, with better results evident in 

studies with higher risk of bias, particularly those conducted using trauma registry data. No clear 

relationship was apparent between QUADAS-2 assessment and sensitivity estimates. In studies 

evaluating multiple triage tools, sensitivity increased, with a commensurate fall in specificity, as 

additional variables were added and less conservative variable thresholds were used. There were 

no obvious differences between individual triage tool performance; or the findings of studies 

with varying major trauma prevalence, age ranges, reference standards, study designs, or 

settings.  

 

Overall quality of evidence 

The GRADE quality of evidence was considered low quality based on: methodology (high or 

unclear risk of bias); heterogeneity (disparate and contradictory study results); and indirectness 

of evidence (study populations’ not fully reflecting undifferentiated elderly pre-hospital 

patients). The quality rating was not affected by publication bias (no registered, but unpublished 

studies) or precision (relatively narrow 95% confidence intervals for included studies). 
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DISCUSSION 

Summary of results 

In a systematic review of 15 observational studies evaluating pre-hospital major trauma triage 

tools to identify suspected elderly trauma patients in need of specialized trauma care, we found 

that various triage protocols are being used but most lacked a rigorous evaluation.  The 

diagnostic performance of the triage protocols was highly variable and differences in study 

design, study populations and reference standard make a comparison of the evidence difficult. 

Nevertheless, these findings raise concerns that existing pre-hospital triage tools used by 

paramedics fall below suggested ACS-COT triage targets and may not accurately identify elderly 

patients with serious injury. 

 

Interpretation of results  

Major trauma triage tools have two key roles. Firstly, for patients injured within the catchment 

area of a non-specialist general hospital they are used to select patients for bypass to MTCs.  

Secondly, for any patient, either injured closest to a MTC or a non-specialist hospital, they may 

inform ‘standby calls’ or pre-alerts to allow reception by a hospital trauma team in a 

resuscitation area. With current demographic trends transport of injured elders to the most 

suitable hospital is likely to be increasingly important. However, elderly patients have been 

highlighted as a subgroup of trauma patients who may be at risk of under-triage (38, 39). The 

findings of this review would support this view, with the majority of studies indicating 

substantial under- and over-triage. Moreover, the included studies with the lowest risk of bias 

and best applicability indicated sub-optimal sensitivity and specificity estimates of 37% and 90% 

(Newgard et al., theoretical accuracy, Field Triage Decision Scheme 2011) (27), and 61% and 
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79% (Voskens et al., real-life transport decisions, Dutch Field Triage Protocol) (33), 

respectively. 

 

Pre-hospital major trauma triage may be inaccurate in the elderly for a number of reasons. 

Firstly, elderly patients are frequently injured following ground level falls, or in the context of 

acute medical problems. Triage tools may consequently not be applied if injuries are not 

suspected after low energy mechanisms, or overlooked when focusing on ostensibly non-trauma 

presentations (40). Secondly, individual triage tools themselves may be inaccurate in elderly 

patients due to the confounding effects of frailty, aging, comorbidities, polypharmacy, and 

differing responses to injury. Physical and cognitive disability may limit the available history and 

challenge assessment of Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) (41). Normal physiological ranges, e.g. 

blood pressure, change during ageing so potentially resulting in sub-optimal cut-points for 

physiological triage variables (42). Elders frequently take medications that influence physiology 

(for example beta-blockers), or the sequelae of injury e.g. delayed bleeding secondary to 

anticoagulants (43). Furthermore, the response to injury may also be altered as a result of the 

ageing process e.g. initially higher GCS following expanding ICH due to brain involution and 

increased intracranial volume (44). Finally, pre-hospital clinicians will interpret the indicated 

triage tool result in light of clinical judgement and consideration of patient wishes.  

 

Current triage tools generally consist of multiple variables applied in parallel, in which all need 

to be normal to give a negative result and any abnormal finding indicates a positive result. In this 

testing paradigm, as further variables are added sensitivity will increase, and specificity fall. The 

sensitivity and specificity can also be varied in opposite directions as the cut-point for variable 
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positivity is altered. This is well illustrated by Newgard and colleagues (27) who developed a 

geriatric specific triage tool, adding comorbidity information and geriatric-specific physiologic 

measures to current US field triage guidelines. This demonstrated improve triage sensitivity for 

elders (37% to 90%), but with a substantial decrement in specificity (90% to 13%). However, 

false negative and false positive diagnoses are unlikely to be equally important in major trauma 

and the optimal trade-off between sensitivity and specificity may vary according to different 

perspectives. Ideally, in order to optimise triage tool performance, clinical costs and values 

would be accounted for to achieve the best balance of sensitivity and specificity. Metrics such as 

the weighted comparison index or net benefit would allow such calculations.  

 

Major trauma is traditionally defined anatomically using an ISS threshold of >15. However, not 

all severely injured patients may benefit from advanced MTC care and this reference standard 

might not be appropriate for elderly patients. The premise that elders will have the same benefit 

from MTC care as younger adults is unproven, with the US Costs and Outcomes of Trauma 

study failing to identify a significant improvement in mortality for the elderly population (45). 

For patients with un-survivable injuries, or very severe comorbidities, outcomes may be fixed 

regardless of specialist care, making bypass away from local family support futile. For other 

injured elders, particularly in the context of advanced frailty, the probability of improved 

outcome may be low compared to the burden of treatment, and advanced MTC care might not be 

in a patients best interests. Patients and families may also prefer care closer to home in a local 

hospital and be willing to ‘trade’ better overall outcome to achieve this. Reference standards 

including resource use and frailty scores, might be used in future studies to give a better 

evaluation of triage performance in the elderly.  
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From a health services perspective, the effectiveness of pre-hospital triage is more important than 

theoretical accuracy of triage tools. This would be evaluated by whether patients injured closest 

to a non-specialist hospital are bypassed and if hospital trauma teams are activated appropriately 

for patients transported to a MTC. Such a viewpoint accounts for whether a triage tool is actually 

applied in practice, how clinical judgement is used to interpret observed triage tool variable 

values, and the influence of shared patient decision making or other contextual factors. Clinical 

judgement has been shown to be important in diagnosis across all fields of medicine and has 

been frequently demonstrated to outperform strict adherence to clinical decision rules. 

Unfortunately no studies were identified that investigated EMS clinician judgement in pre-

hospital triage of elders with suspected major trauma; and studies looking at real life transport 

decisions were limited by inclusion of patients injured closest to a MTC. 

 

This review included studies from a range established trauma systems in Western countries, and 

the findings should be largely generalisable to other similar health services in the developed 

world.  However, it is important to note that our quality assessment overview highlights the 

limitations of the current literature. As such, further high‐quality prospective observational 

cohort studies are needed. Some of the primary studies included highly selected populations (e.g. 

high risk road traffic accident patients or head injured patients) that may limit our ability to apply 

the findings to certain populations. Triage performance between countries could also vary due to 

geographical distance, compliance to protocols, and EMS training. External validity to triage by 

pre-hospital physicians or helicopter emergency medical services is less certain. Findings are 

also unlikely to be applicable to the developing world. It is important to recognise that the pre-
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test probability of major trauma will strongly influence the performance of triage tools. In 

settings with high prevalence of major trauma, or a high thresholds for applying triage tools, the 

negative predictive value will fall. High sensitivity and specificity would consequently be 

necessary to ensure the detection of a satisfactory proportion of cases. Conversely, indiscriminate 

application, with a lower pre-test probability of major trauma, would result in higher negative 

predictive values, but worsening numbers of false positives. 

 

Given these challenges, how might triage of injured elders be improved? Firstly, the reference 

standard for triage decisions in elderly patients should reflect the need for direct MTC care rather 

than injury severity per se. This would help pre-hospital clinicians balance benefit and burden 

and identify the subset of elderly patients with major trauma who would benefit from bypass to 

MTCs and hospital trauma team activation. Secondly, it could be acknowledged that it may not 

be possible to achieve ACS-COT suggested triage targets for sensitivity (95%) and specificity 

(65-75%) for this revised reference standard. An optimal and achievable trade-off of under- and 

over-triage could be formulated based on clinical costs, benefits and patient preferences rather 

than arbitrary thresholds. Distinct triage criteria, with geriatric specific variables and thresholds, 

could then be developed to meet this objective. Thirdly, focusing on pre-hospital clinician 

training could improve real-life triage performance through better application of triage tools after 

low energy trauma or medical presentations, and honing clinical interpretation of triage 

variables. Fourthly, novel triage modalities including point of care testing or imaging may be 

increasingly possible in the future. Finally, trauma systems should ensure efficient processes for 

secondary transfer of any initially under-triaged patients.  
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Comparison to the existing literature 

Several systematic reviews have been recently published that investigate pre-hospital major 

trauma triage, with two studies examining adults (10, 11) and one review focusing on children 

(9). Their findings are broadly similar to the current review, with widely heterogeneous results, 

high risk of bias, and sub-optimal sensitivity and specificity in the majority of included studies. 

Van Rein et al. (10) included 21 studies examining the theoretical accuracy of triage tool in 

injured adults, with sensitivity ranging from 10% to 100%; and specificity from 9% to 100%.  

The same group (11) also investigated real life triage decisions in adults with under-triage 

ranging from 1% to 68%, and over-triage from 5% to 99%, in 33 included studies. In children, 

van der Sluijs et al. (9) found that the sensitivity of prehospital triage tools ranged from 49.1% to 

87.3%, and specificity from 41.7% to 84.8%, in five studies. 

 

Strengths and limitations 

This systematic review has a number of strengths. It is the first study to evaluate the performance 

of major trauma triage tools in the elderly, and was conducted with robust methodology in 

accordance with established guidelines for undertaking diagnostic accuracy systematic reviews 

(12, 13). However, there are a number of potential weaknesses. We did not perform hand 

searching (i.e. manual page-by-page examination of the entire contents) of journals or conference 

proceedings, and did not include regional bibliographic databases, although the yield of such 

searches is generally low. Inadequate reporting of non-randomised studies and poor indexing in 

databases may have impaired the detection of all published information. Decisions on study 

relevance, information gathering, and validity were un-blinded and could potentially have been 
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influenced by pre-formed opinions. However, masking is resource intensive with uncertain 

benefits. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Studies of pre-hospital triage tools are at high risk of bias and report heterogeneous estimates for 

sensitivity and specificity. Triage accuracy generally fell below ACS-COT triage targets 

indicating that existing triage tools do not accurately identify severely injured elderly patients. 

Future work to improve pre-hospital trauma triage in elders could focus on: a more relevant 

reference standard reflecting the need for MTC care rather than injury severity; establishing the 

best trade-off between under- and over-triage; optimising the role pre-hospital clinician 

judgement; further developing geriatric specific triage variables and thresholds; and ensuring 

efficient processes for secondary transfer of any initially under-triaged patients.  
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1 Study flow chart 

Figure 2  Theoretical accuracy of major trauma triage tools (sensitivity and 

specificity of triage tools when scored using observed patient variables) 

Figure 3  

 

Real-life performance of major trauma triage tools (sensitivity and 

specificity of triage tools when evaluated according to actual paramedic 

transportation decisions) 
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Table 1.  Review question and inclusion criteria 

Review Question 

 

What is the diagnostic performance of pre-hospital triage tools for identification of major trauma in elderly 

patients presenting to emergency medical services following injury? 

 

Inclusion Criteria 

 

Population Elderly adults aged >60 years attended by land emergency medical 

services following injury with the potential for major trauma. 

 

Index tests Multivariable pre-hospital major trauma triage tools (either scored using 

observed patient variables or evaluated according to actual paramedic 

decision). 

 

Reference standard Any definition of major trauma, such as Injury Severity Score (ISS) 

 

Outcomes  

 
Diagnostic accuracy metrics including sensitivity, specificity, under-triage 

(1-sensitivity), over-triage (1-specificify), predictive values. 

 
Study design Diagnostic accuracy studies (prospective or retrospective) 
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Table 2.  Study and population characteristics 

Author, year Design  Country Sample 

size 

Elderly 

definition 

Population Triage tool  Triage 

system 

Definition 

of major 

trauma 

Mean/median 

age  

Male Mechanism of 

injury 

Blunt 

trauma 

Major 

trauma 

prevalence 

Phillips 

1996(29) 

R,CS USA 3,116 >65 Unselected 

injuries 

Florida Trauma 

Scorecard 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

MacKenzie 

definition 

NR  NR NR NR NR 

Scheetz 

2003(30) 

R,CS USA 463 ≥65 MVA 

victims 

New Jersey 

Trauma 

Guideline 

Real-life 

decisions 

ISS>15 75 49% RTA: 100% NR 22% 

Scheetz 

2007(32) 

R,CS USA 7,883 ≥65 MVA 

victims 

Novel tool Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15 74 50% RTA: 100% NR 3% 

Lavoie  

2010(24) 

R,CS Canada 4,072 ≥65 Unselected 

injuries 

Montréal pre-

hospital system 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15, 

resource 

use, death 

NR NR NR NR NR 

Scheetz 

2011(31) 

R,CS USA 166,685 ≥55 MVA 

victims 

a) FTDS 1999 

b) FTDS 2006 

Real-life 

decisions 

AIS≥3 68 NR RTA: 100% NR 12% 

Newgard 

2013(26) 

R,CS USA 31,055 >60 Unselected 

injuries 

Novel tool Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15 81 34.6 Falls: 80%; 

RTA: 9%; 

other: 11% 

99% 30% 

Cox 2014(8) R,CS Australia NR >55 Unselected 

injuries 

Victoria triage 

tool 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>12, 

resource 

use, death 

NR 40% Falls: 6%; 

RTA: 30%; 

Other/Missing: 

NR 

NR NR 

Newgard 

2014(7) 

R,CS USA 17, 804 a ≥55 Unselected 

injuries 

FTDS 2011 

(GCS ≤ 14) 
Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15  NR  NR NR  NR NR 

Brown  

2015(21) 

R,CS USA 438,828 >65 Unselected 

injuries 

a) FTDS 2011 

(SBP < 110) 

b) FTDS 2011 

(SBP < 90) 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15, 

resource 

use, death 

80 39% NR 99% 32% 

Ichwan 

2015(22) 

R,CS USA 33,379 ≥70 Unselected 

injuries 

a) Ohio adult 

trauma criteria 

b) Ohio 

geriatric 

trauma criteria 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15 82 31% NR 99% 13% 

Newgard 

2016(25) 

R,CS USA 13,401 ≥65 Unselected 

injuries 

a) FTDS 2011 

b) FTDS 2011 

(modified) 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15 NR 32.0% Falls: 80%; 

RTA: 10%; 

other: 10% 

NR 5% 

Jones 2017(23) P,CS USA 4,295 ≥55 Unselected 

injuries 

a) Novel tool 

b) FTDS 2011 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

ICH NR 41% Falls: 75%; 

Other/Missing: 

NR 

NR 4% 

Nishijima 

2017(28) 

R,CS USA 2,110 ≥55 Head 

injured 

a) FTDS 2011 

b) FTDS 2011 

(+ anticoags) 

a)Theoretical 

accuracy 

b) Real-life 

decisions 

ICH 73 60% Falls: 72%; 

RTA: 17%; 

Other: 11% 

100% 6% 
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Voskens 

2018(33) 

P,CS Netherlands 1,085 >65 Unselected 

injuries 

Dutch Field 

Triage Protocol 

Real-life 

decisions 

ISS>15 NR NR NR NR 12% 

Newgard 

2019(27) 

R,CS USA 5,021 ≥65 Unselected 

injuries 

a) Novel tool 

b) FTDS 2011 

Theoretical 

accuracy 

ISS>15, 

resource 

use 

82 33% Falls: 83%; 

RTA: 8%; 

Other 9% 

NR 6% 

a Validation cohort 

AIS, Abbreviated Injury Scale; Anticoags, anticoagulants; CS, cohort study; FTDS, Field Triage Decision Scheme; ISS, Injury Severity Score; MVA, motor vehicle accident; NR, not reported; P, prospective; R, 

retrospective; RTA, road traffic accidents 
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Table 3. QUADAS-2 quality assessment summary - Review authors’ judgements 

Author, year Risk of bias Applicability concerns 

Patient 

selection 

Index test Reference 

standard 

Flow and 

timing 

Patient 

selection 

Index test Reference 

standard 

Brown 2015(21)  HIGH 

 

UNCLEAR LOW UNCLEAR HIGH LOW LOW 

Cox 2014(8) LOW 

 

HIGH HIGH UNCLEAR HIGH LOW HIGH 

Ichwan 2015(22) HIGH 
 

UNCLEAR UNCLEAR HIGH HIGH LOW LOW 

Jones 2017(23)  UNCLEAR 
 

UNCLEAR UNCLEAR UNCLEAR HIGH LOW HIGH 

Lavoie 2010(24) 

 

LOW 
 

HIGH HIGH UNCLEAR HIGH LOW LOW 

Newgard 2013(26) LOW HIGH UNCLEAR UNCLEAR LOW LOW LOW 

Newgard 2014(7) LOW HIGH UNCLEAR UNCLEAR HIGH LOW LOW 

Newgard 2016(25) 

 

LOW 

 

HIGH UNCLEAR UNCLEAR LOW LOW LOW 

Newgard 2019(27) UNCLEAR 
 

UNCLEAR UNCLEAR HIGH LOW LOW LOW 

Phillips 1996(29) UNCLEAR 
 

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW LOW LOW 

Scheetz, Zhang, Kolassa,  

2007(32) 

LOW 
 

HIGH LOW UNCLEAR HIGH HIGH LOW 

Scheetz & Monroe,  

2003(30) 

HIGH 
 

LOW UNCLEAR UNCLEAR HIGH UNCLEAR LOW 

Scheetz 2011(31) 

 

HIGH 
 

LOW LOW UNCLEAR HIGH LOW HIGH 

Voskens 2018(33) HIGH 
 

LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW 

Nishijima 2017(28) HIGH 

 
A) UNCLEAR a UNCLEAR UNCLEAR HIGH A) LOW a HIGH 

B) LOW a B) LOW a 
a Index test assessment of A) triage tool accuracy B) real-life triage tool performance  
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